In their introduction, the editors of the anthology note some possible similarities between poetry and mathematics But -disarmingly -they tend to agree with Plato that the aims of the two activities are inherently anti-thetical and they suggest it could be more important to consider the differences Certainly it seems to be the differences that have attracted most comment from other poets For many of them, mathematics, like science, represents a reductionist world of analytical thought divorced from feeling and the senses.
Our meddling intellect I Misshapes the beauteous form of thing~ I We murdn to dissect
wrote Wordsworth, and Keats claimed that Philosophy would clip an Angel' 1 wmg1 I Conquer all mysteries b} rule and line I unweave a rainbow Both these poets were at a famous dinner party given by the painter, Benjamin Haydon, on December 28th, 1817 The host recorded in his diary that another guest, lamb, being "exceedingly merry", had criticised him for putting into one of his pictures the head of Newton, "a fellow who believed nothing unless it was as clear as the three sides of a triangle." Keats had agreed that the mathematician destroyed all the poetry of the rainbow by reducing it to its prismatic colours The company then drank a toast "to Newton's health and confusion to mathematics '' In more sober mood, Wordsworth referred to Newton respectfully as a mind for ever I voyaging through strange sew of thought alone Moreover, many eighteenth centmy poets had begun to invoke scientific ideas Even now the setting sun and shifting cloud~ I Seen, Greenwich, from thy lovely height, declare I How just how beauteous, the refractive law, wrote James Thomson. But this sort of fashionable padding would not have impressed Blake, who thundered, "God is not a Mathematical Diagram " Nor, for that matter, would it have satisfied men like Thomas Sprat, an early historian of the Royal Society, who claimed that seventeenth century scientists wanted "to separate the Knowledge of Nature from the colours of Rhetorick, the devices of Fancy, or the delightful deceit of Fables '' Recognising that in ancient times poetry and science were one, Sprat criticised the ornate diction and classical allusions of some contemporary poets He claimed that scientists would retum to "the primitive purity and shortness, when men delivered so many tltings almost in an equal number of words ''
That there was an issue at stake was quite clear· to both scientists and poets in the seventeenth century 'What has been called a "dissociation of sensibility" was felt forcibly by a poet like Donne: And now Philowphy will all in doubt I Certainly coherence of thought and feeling is now difficult to achieve and we have almost come to think of the dissociation as inevitable, even intrinsic (education often being the worst offender). So much so, that when mathematicians try to explain what it is that draws them to what they do, they emphasise their feelings and so find a "poetry" in their mathematics According to Mittag/leffler, the last works of Abel were "truly lyric poems of a subtle beauty whose perfection of form reveal profundity of thought." Russell praised mathematics not only for its truth but also for its "sublime beauty " and, in The customary-and unfortunate-distinction between precision and passion is amusingly illustrated by Babbage's characteristic letter to Tennyson about a couplet that was originally printed as Every minute dies a man I Every minute one l5 born "I need hardly point out to you," Babbage wrote, "that tltis calculation would tend to keep the sum total of the world's population in a state of perpetual equipoise, whereas it is a well-known fact that the said sum total is constantly on the increase I would therefore take the liberty of suggesting that in the next edition of yom excellent poem, the ermneous calculation to which I refer should be corrected as follows: Every moment dies a man I And one and a sixteenth is born . I may add that the exact figme is 1.167, but something must, of course, be conceded to the law of metre '' In later editions of the poem the word ''minute'' was replaced by ''moment''! As Auden observed, the "Kingdom of Number is all boundaries I which may be beautiful and must be true '' On the other hand, for mathematicians it is clear that witltin the But this soon loses its interest Raymond Queneau has done this sort of thing well, but though he is included in the anthology it is not for this vein; here he writes ~in sixth-form style ~and the con-
tinued jfactiom (fatally mauled I by a tonent oj mute decimals) went to bed
The editors of Agwn\1 Irifimt} define mathematical poetry quite modestly as "an association of mathematical concepts, relationships, symbols or forms with interesting verbalisations and/or graphic components." Such a definition will to some extent move away from the poesia serio'Ja of mathematics towards, on the one hand, light verse that invokes mathematical references, or, on the other hand, the faintly obsessive doodlings of various experimental avantgarde fmms. As far as random verse is concerned, the editors are mercifully not attracted by the lines that computer enthusiasts like to see their machines churn out. "Dadaist randomness is preferable to machine wisdom," they say, claiming that human unpredictability wunds quite different from the machine sort In the anthology, Emmett William systematically permutes set phrases: when I lm~ed
soft pink nights I and you hated hard blue valle;\ I and I kissed mellow red potatoes I
lawrence Kucharz does something similar with the sequence dark dim, empty entuing, lights, man silent, utmmer street, sounds, walking A more amusing expedmental fOrm is the fOund poem and in the anthology there are two examples taken by Elaine Romaine from well-known textbooks by Lang and by Spivak. But this is of comse a game that all can play: .4
suh_<,et l I of a multiplicative gtoup G I[<, a subgroup «fG I if and only lj 7 I is closed under the following 3 I operatiom of G I identif)·, invetse and multiplication this is from
MacLane and Birkhoff's Algebra and has the lilt that will be familiar to readers of mathematical textbooks, particularly those whose material has become ritualised A variable x
tends to a hmit I I if given any positive numbet epsilon I there is
It is perhaps also wmth mentioning that for many people the rhythm of phrases like a finite-dimenswnal vector space is as hypnotic as, say, the multitudinous seas incarnadine Another experimental form is exemplified by the graphics of Richard Kostelanetz illustrated below This brings out quite neatly the details of the Fibonacci cycle mod 10 There are a number of other experiments with graphics in the anthology: C M. Lynch's three stanzas to triangular numbers each of which is arranged in triangle form, David Petteys' parabolic indentations, Ernest Robson's letters stretched into golden-ratio forms, and so on These are not always successful; work of this sort with children in classrooms suggests that though it can be fun to make your own, other people's are rarely very compelling It seems as if the main strand of so-called mathematical poetry continues to be orthodox verse which invokes mathematical ideas and images to make its point, whatever that may be It is a continuing feature of our dissociation that a poet can now no more rely on a wide audience which can take his mathematical references any more than he can assume one that can take biblical or classical references Marvell's readers would have immediately enjoyed The mathematician sees and deals with qualities the qualities that the poet sees are due to relation, says the mathematician They need purgation The relations that the mathematician sees ar·e concrete and tactual, says the poet They need appreciation 1nd love '' This contrast is a significantly puritanical echo of the old dissociation; but we do not have to think in this way, purging need not deny passion Robson and Wimp, in a stimulating introduction to their anthology, assert that there may be more important differences They suggest these may be found by considering, on the one hand, the difference between mathematics and natural language and, on the other hand, the difference between poetry and natural language This seems interesting; but it does presuppose that there is something that could be called natural language, and, moreover, that it is something distinct from poetry. Poetry -and indeed mathematics-is too complex an activity to be categorised in such a linear fashion The reader will have to draw his own conclusions I can only briefly indicate here in which direction my own would lie. The multivalent condensations that are known as images in both poetry and mathematics seem to be important ingredients of the inner lite. What role do they play in the development of young children? How and why do people make images and work with them -especially those to do with ordinarily and rhythm? In what way do some images link with extemal reality? How do condensations become "charged" with some form of energy and how is this evoked, for example, by ancient number myths?
Finally, a more specific exercise for the reader Recall that in the glass-bead game, from the novel of that name by Hesse, ''after each symbol conjured up by the direction of a game, each player was required to perform silent, formal meditation on the content, origin and meaning of this symbol to call to mind intensively and organically its full purport " Carry out such a meditation on the following two "condensations": a) Coming, going, the waterfowl I leaves not a trace I nm does it need a guide, and b) Point nine tecurring I equals one •I>Wel"nread Wm. Sl>akesp"'-''e 
